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Introduction
Diffuse intrinsic pontine glioma (DIPG) arise in the brainstem and predominantly affect children, with less than 10% of patients surviving more than 2 years, despite decades of research. 1, 2 Recent advances in molecular profiling of tumors through whole exome sequencing (WES) and RNA sequencing (RNAseq) support the development of personalized, genome-guided clinical trials that may foster the development of new therapeutic interventions for DIPG. [3] [4] [5] Until recently, analyses of DIPG tissue were mainly limited to specimens obtained from postmortem examination because surgical biopsy was considered to be associated with high risks. However, using modern surgical techniques, biopsy at the time of diagnosis can be done with acceptable risks and has become more accepted in the last several years. 6, 7 This change in clinical practice has resulted in a significant increase in the availability of DIPG-related molecular data. Detailed genomic studies reveal that despite a homogeneous clinical and radiographic presentation, DIPGs are molecularly heterogeneous with dysregulation of multiple pathways within individual tumors. 8 This suggests that a single-agent treatment approach will likely fail, that combination therapies should be investigated and that there is a need for precision medicine approaches. 9, 10 Within this PNOC003 pilot study, we assessed the feasibility of implementing such a precision medicine strategy as a multi-institutional trial for children with newly diagnosed DIPG. We also tested the feasibility of developing patientderived cell lines and performing longitudinal profiling of tumors at recurrence and autopsy and of ctDNA isolated from plasma during the disease course, all of which was done with the intent to inform the next generation of clinical trials.
Materials and Methods
Study design and participants PNOC003 (Trial registration: clinicaltrials.gov/NCT02274987) is a multi-institutional clinical trial using molecularly targeted therapy with up to four FDA-approved drugs based on genetic profiling of paired tumor/constitutional specimens with WES and tumor RNAseq in children with newly diagnosed DIPG. Patients were enrolled in the feasibility study between September 2014 and January 2016. All patients and legal guardians provided written consent and assent where appropriate. Participating sites in this feasibility study included the University of California, San Francisco, (San Francisco, CA); Children's National Health System (Washington, DC); and the University of California, San Diego (San Diego, CA). The Translational Genomic Research Institute (TGEN; Phoenix, AZ) performed WES and RNAseq in a Clinical Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) approved environment (Ashion Analytics, Phoenix, AZ). Key inclusion criteria included age between 3 and 25 years, new diagnosis of DIPG based upon clinical and radiographic findings with no evidence of dissemination (Fig. 1 ). Patients were enrolled prior to biopsy based on radiographic findings. Patients with pathology results not in support of DIPG diagnosis were subsequently excluded. Results of WES and RNAseq and druggene matching were presented by TGEN to a specialized tumor board consisting of a minimum of three pediatric neuro-oncologists and one dedicated neuro-pharmacologist (JK). Following treatment based on the tumor board treatment recommendation was optional. Every enrolled subject was followed for clinical and imaging endpoints as well as ctDNA collection until first progression. At the time of first progression, subjects had the option to undergo a repeat biopsy along with repeat WES and RNAseq analysis.
Sample collection and processing
Subjects underwent biopsies as part of standard clinical care at the participating clinical sites. Stereotactic needle biopsy was performed via a middle cerebellar peduncle approach, using frameless navigation. Standardization of surgical procedures at different centers was done by preenrollment training of participating neurosurgeons through the study neurosurgical chair (NG) as described previously. 6, 11 A board-certified neuropathologist verified the diagnosis of a diffuse glial neoplasm and estimated tumor percentage. If tumor content was at least 50%, specimens were de-identified and sent to Ashion Analytics. If feasible, postmortem autopsy samples were also collected according to institutional protocols. 12 
Clinical reporting
Clinical data, including patient demographics, details surrounding the primary tumor (e.g., pathology diagnosis, results of laboratory testing), and additional relevant information such as concomitant medication use were entered into TGEN's clinical portal to generate a de-identified clinical report. Clinical whole exome and transcriptome sequencing WES of paired tumor/normal specimens was used to identify somatic coding point mutations, small insertions and deletions, copy number changes and structural events. Tumor RNAseq was used to identify RNA fusions and to perform differential expression analysis. Somatic variant detection, copy number analysis and translocation and RNA fusion detection were performed as previously described. 4 Differential expression analysis was performed using Cuffdiff and DESeq2 and utilizing RNAseq data generated from five separate commercially purchased RNA controls (cerebellum, occipital cortex, brain homogenate, brain stem and fetal brain). A corrected p value of ≤0.05 and a log2 fold change ≥2.0 (tumor expression over control RNA expression) were implemented as thresholds for significant changes. WES was performed for 14 subjects; a 562-gene targeted exome panel (Ashion's Genomic-Enabled Medicine [GEM] Cancer Panel) was performed for one subject, P-05. Additional details on WES and RNAseq analysis are provided in the Supporting Information Methods. Significant expression changes in genes associated with a drug rule were reported to the molecular tumor board.
Specific alterations were matched to potential therapeutics in the study pharmacopeia using a custom set of drug rules and a heuristic approach, as previously described. 4, 13 The study pharmacopeia included all oncology drugs in the US Pharmacopeia, as well as select noncancer drugs (herein referred to as repositioned agents). These repositioned agents were included due to emerging evidence suggesting their potential activity in cancer-relevant pathways and clinical experience indicating these agents are well tolerated. 14 Additional details are mentioned in Supporting Information Methods. Molecular profiling results were presented to a multidisciplinary molecular tumor board as an interpretive genomic report listing specific molecular findings and associated therapeutic associations. The genomics report included all variants triggering a study drug rule. First priority for therapeutic targeting was given to DNA level events (mutations, focal copy number events and structural variants); among those, DNA events with associated RNA variants (i.e., PDGFRA amplification and RNA overexpression; DNA mutations also detected at the RNA level) were given the highest priority. Lower priority was given to associations triggered solely due to RNAseq-derived differential expression data (i.e., PDGFRA overexpression). Descriptive information was presented for all reported alterations, including the specific aberration, DNA and RNA allele frequencies (as applicable), expert annotation describing the role for the alteration in DIPG, and curated evidence supporting the association between the alteration and potential therapeutic agents. Pharmacokinetic features related to central nervous system (CNS) penetration and potential CNS activity for the indicated therapies were also included.
Following discussion of the clinical and genomic reports, the specialized tumor board reached a consensus on a treatment recommendation, including dosing and recommended order for combining and introducing the recommended agents. Priority was given to drugs with known pediatric dosing and evidence of adequate CNS penetration. We aimed to target each molecular alteration with the same agent based on an a priori set of rules to assess scientific support for a chosen drug and to evaluate clinical feasibility of a drug combination. Additionally, the tumor board prioritized combination strategies for which toxicity data was available. Order of priority for scientific evidence that the agent demonstrated activity against the specific alteration was as follows: (i) clinical data was prioritized over preclinical data; (ii) preclinical data in relevant models of DIPG was prioritized over data in models that were not DIPG specific, such as high-grade glioma or other brain tumor models. Order of scientific priority was then followed by a feasibility assessment, which included review of any clinical data or published evidence that was available for the proposed drug or drug combination. For most cases, the available information on feasibility of drug combinations was frequently very limited. Therefore, we carefully reviewed side effect profiles of individual drugs to assess feasibility of clinical application and to potentially avoid significant overlapping toxicities. We focused on combination strategies with nonoverlapping toxicities and therefore also integrated repurposing drugs.
WGS and processing
Tumor and constitutional DNA remaining from the original clinical biopsy submission and from recurrence/autopsy when available were subjected to WGS at NantOmics. The WGS cohort also included genomic DNA from three patient-derived cell lines. DNA was randomly fragmented and 100 bp paired-end libraries were constructed. Tumor samples were sequenced at 60× coverage and blood samples sequenced at 30× coverage. Additional details are mentioned in Supporting Information Methods.
Accession to raw genomic data BAM files are available on Cavatica: https://cavatica.sbgenomics. com/p/datasets#cavatica/cbttc-mixed-pa-01. Cavatica meets the criteria of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Genomic Data Sharing policies.
Development of patient-derived cell lines
Cell line model development was attempted when feasible. 15 Briefly, biopsy tissues were collected in hibernate A media, mechanically dissociated, followed by red blood cell digestion and expanded in tumor stem media. 16 
CtDNA assessment
ctDNA was collected at baseline as well as with each MRI using standard plasma collection procedures. CtDNA extractions were performed using the QIAamp circulating nucleic acid extraction kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). All ctDNA samples were processed for droplet digital PCR and preamplified using forward and reverse primers for H3F3A and HIST1H3B as previously described. 17 The preamplification as outlined previously is a crucial step for the success of this protocol. 18 Preamplified products were used for analysis of the H3K27M mutation in plasma ctDNA by droplet digital PCR (ddPCR; RainDance Technologies, Lexington, MA) using previously described sensitivity and specificity criteria. 17 
Statistical design of the clinical trial
The primary aim of this study was to assess the feasibility of providing a treatment recommendation based on WES and RNAseq analyses within 21 business days from obtaining tissue. Feasibility was defined as at least 85% of patients who underwent biopsy being issued a therapy recommendation within the specified timeframe. With the sample size of 15 patients, there was an 82% chance that the lower confidence bound of a one-tailed 90% confidence interval was at least 60% if the true proportion is 85%.
Outcome statistics
Survival outcomes between subjects that did and did not follow treatment recommendations were compared using Kaplan-Meier survival (KMS) analysis with statistical significance calculated by log-rank test. Statistical analyses were performed in Stata SE v14.0 (College Station, TX).
Clinical data collection and safety monitoring
We utilized a centralized Clinical Trial Management System (OnCore ® ; Madison, WI) to collect clinical data. The University of California San Francisco (UCSF) Cancer Center Data Safety and Monitoring Committee monitored the trial for safety and protocol conduct. Prior to any patient enrollment, each site received appropriate institutional approvals including final approval from the institutional review board for the entirety of the protocol including both the feasibility and therapeutic portions.
Results

Patient characteristics
A total of 17 patients were enrolled of which two were ineligible based on pathology review: diagnoses included pilocytic astrocytoma (negative for BRAF V600E or KIAA1549-BRAF fusion) in one patient and embryonal tumor with multilayered rosettes, C19MC-altered in the second patient. The 15 remaining subjects consisted of six females and nine male patients with a median age of 7 years (range 4-25 years; Table 1 ). The median time from biopsy to start of radiation was 13 days (range 6-22 days). In this feasibility cohort, a total of nine adverse events were reported to be related to surgery; of these, eight were grade 1 and one patient had worsening of his baseline grade 2 nystagmus to grade 3 that recovered back to baseline within 2 days from the biopsy.
Molecular analysis of primary DIPGs and therapeutic recommendations
The majority of subjects had tumor content of over 90%. Average mean target coverage for tumor WES was 436× (range, 249-599×), and the average number of mapped reads for RNAseq was 228 M (range: 128 M-400 M; Supporting Information Table S1 ). RNAseq was not completed for one patient H3F3A  TP53  ATRX  MAP3K8  PPM1D  DDX11  PDGFRA  PIK3R1  KDM6A  IGF1R  TOP2A  YES1  KDR  KIT  EGFR  GNAQ  MET  BRAF  FOSB  FOS  ACVR1  HIST1H3B   DDR2  GLI2  CD52  LCK  MS4A1  CRKL  MAPK1  TSC2  HERC1  PRKCI  PTEN  VEGFA   Alterations   Mutations   82%  65%  35%  6%  29%  6%  59%  18%  6%  6%  47%  6%  18%  18%  12%  6%  18%  6%  41%  35%  6%  6% 18% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% H3F3A  TP53  ATRX  MAP3K8  PPM1D  DDX11  PDGFRA  PIK3R1  KDM6A  IGF1R  TOP2A  YES1  KDR  KIT  EGFR  GNAQ  MET  BRAF  FOSB  FOS  ACVR1  HIST1H3B   DDR2  GLI2  CD52  LCK  MS4A1  CRKL  MAPK1  TSC2  HERC1  PRKCI  PTEN  VEGFA   82%  65%  35%  6%  29%  6%  59%  18%  6%  6%  47%  6%  18%  18%  12%  6%  18%  6%  41%  35%  6%  6% 18% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% 6% due to degraded RNA that failed quality control (QC) RNA integrity number (RIN = 4.8). This was classified as a feasibility failure due to the absence of RNA data for this sample.
WES analysis identified several recurrent genomic alterations across our cohort (Fig. 2a, Supporting Information Table S2 ). The most commonly altered genes were H3F3A (n = 12/15; 80%), TP53 (n = 11/15; 73%), ATRX (n = 5/15; 33%), PDGFRA (n = 4/15; 27%) and PPM1D (n = 3/15; 20%). The most commonly upregulated genes based on RNAseq analysis with potential therapeutic relevance included PDGFRA (n = 8/15; 53%), TOP2A (n = 6/15; 40%) and FOSB (n = 5/15; 33%; Fig. 2a) .
Treatment recommendations included a variety of FDA approved agents, including targeted oncology agents and repositioned agents (Fig. 2b and 2c) . The histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor, panobinostat, was the most commonly recommended agent (n = 11/15; 73%). Two subjects with H3K27M positive DIPGs (P-01; P-02) were enrolled in the trial prior to the publication reporting potential efficacy of panobinostat in DIPG and as such, panobinostat was not included in their treatment recommendation. 19 Panobinostat was followed in frequency by mebendazole, a repositioned agent. Mebendazole is an antihelmintic agent shown to have inhibitory activity against various kinases including PDGFRA, 20 to display anticancer activity in other tumor types, 21, 22 and to have potential CNS activity. 23 Mebendazole was recommended for patients with PDGFRA copy number gain (n = 4/15; 27%) as well as for patients whose tumors showed PDGFRA overexpression (8/15, 60%), even in the absence of focal copy number gain (Fig. 2a and 2b) . Cabozantinib, a MET inhibitor, was used in three subjects with MET amplification, two of which also showed MET overexpression. Additional genomic alterations that were used to guide treatment recommendations included a hotspot mutation in BRAF (V600E), IGF1R amplification and EGFR amplification/mutation/overexpression. Valproic acid was recommended in the context of FOSB overexpression.
24,25
Molecular analysis of progressive DIPGs
Within this feasibility study, two subjects underwent a repeat biopsy at time of progression and a second tumor board treatment recommendation was issued based on repeat WES and RNAseq. For P-06, WES found core similarities between initial diagnosis and progression biopsies, including H3F3A, ATRX and PPM1D mutations in both tumor samples. However, WES also revealed additional and potentially therapeutically informative alterations that were only detected in the progression sample, including EGFR amplification and EGFR R108K and PIK3R1 G376R mutations (Fig. 2a) . For the second subject (P-07), WES analysis of the sample at progression revealed largely overlapping mutations in the recurrent tumor compared to the primary tumor, including shared mutations in H3F3A, PIK3R1 and PPM1D. A subclonal TP53 R282W mutation was reported in the primary tumor at a low DNA allele frequency of 5% but did not meet the threshold for clinical reporting in the progressive sample (Fig. 2a) .
Whole genome sequencing of primary, progressive and autopsy DIPG samples
We performed WGS on longitudinal samples from P-06 and P-07, including primary and progression tumor samples from P-06 and primary, progression and autopsy samples from P-07. As expected, WGS found that gene mutations informing treatment recommendations were retained in both progression samples. WGS analysis further found multiple additional alterations that arose in cancer genes in the progressive tumor ( Fig. 3a-3d ; Supporting Information Tables S3 and S4 ). These results support the concept of likely clonal evolution and/or selection in progressive DIPG tumors.
WGS analysis of P-07 autopsy samples from different regional anatomic locations showed spatial as well as temporal heterogeneity of the tumor (Fig. 3a and 3b) . Circos plot analyses highlight extensive copy number variation in five of the autopsy samples and increased structural variants (SVs) at every autopsy site (Fig. 3b) .
To inform future molecularly guided clinical trials, we investigated whether WGS provided additional insights into the therapeutic landscape of DIPG. WGS detected all of the coding point mutations reported as potentially clinically actionable by clinical WES (Supporting Information Table S5 ). Variants detected by WGS were next evaluated using the PNOC003 study pharmacopeia and drug rules. Two additional alterations that triggered drug rules were identified from WGS, specifically IDH1 R132H in P-11, which is a well-defined mutation in gliomas being targeted in clinical trials (NCT03343197), and ATRX L563X in P-07. While both alterations were detected by WES, they were outside the reportable range of the clinical WES assay. WGS results are shown as circos plots in Supporting Information Figure S1 , with altered gene names, copy number variations (CNVs) and overall number Annotations in blue show whether these mutations were identified with cancer relevant mutations in specified databases, and genes frequently involved as the major driver mutations in DIPGs uploaded on PedcBioPortal for Cancer Genomics. 41 Copy gain and loss for indicated genes reflect focal events; whole chromosome gain/loss are not displayed. (b) Sankey diagram to represent the individualized, targeted therapy recommendations for each PNOC003 patient based on specific gene alterations identified via molecular profiling. First node shows patient IDs that is connected to the therapeutically informative genes that are mutated in the second node. Third node depicts the targeted therapy agents recommended by the tumor board, abbreviations used for drugs are shown in parentheses. (c) Summary of therapeutic options recommended to patients along with patient decision to follow the recommendations (filled boxes) or not (blank boxes).
of SVs highlighting the vast genetic heterogeneity across DIPG patients enrolled in this trial (Supporting Information Table S3 ). Consistent with previous reports, we found a trend between the TP53 mutation status and total number of SVs found in these DIPGs. Tumors with less than 30 SVs were classified as low SV group and had either TP53 wild-type (including PPM1D mutant) or TP53 single copy alteration. Conversely, all samples with higher SV counts (>30) were TP53 mutant, and all but one had evidence for two hits in TP53 (two mutations, or one mutation with loss of the remaining wild-type allele). This hints at TP53 mutation as a putative cause of genomic instability and associated structural heterogeneity observed in DIPGs, however, a larger sample set is needed to draw statistically significant conclusions.
DIPG derived preclinical models
WGS was performed to evaluate the fidelity of the cell line model to the matched primary tumor (P-05, P-07 and P-16). Compared to the matched primary tumor, the cell lines retained key recurrent genomic alterations such as mutations in H3F3A or HIST1H3B as well as in ACVR1, TP53, PPM1D and PIK3R1. An ATRX deletion reported for P-05 was also detected in the P-05 cell line. However, PDGFRA/KDR/KIT copy number gain detected in this same patient tumor was not seen in the patient-derived cell line despite being maintained as a neurosphere. In addition, the cell lines show additional coding mutations not detected in the primary tumor (Fig. 4 , Supporting Information Table S6 ).
Detection of H3 K27 M in plasma ctDNA
In adult CNS cancers, ctDNA is used for tumor profiling, facilitating diagnosis and monitoring response to therapy. 26, 27 We were able to assess H3F3A and HIST1H3B wild type and mutant alleles, which allowed for assessing the mutation allele frequency (MAF). MAF above 0.001% was considered as positive detection (Fig. 5a ). We successfully detected H3K27M mutation at diagnosis in 11/13 (85%) of subjects positive for histone mutation as assessed by biopsy-informed WES (Fig. 5b) . Our plasma ctDNA analysis further detected circulating mutant histone at postradiation (6/6; 100%), during treatment (7/7; 100%), at progression (5/7; 71%) and at the end of study visit (5/5; 100%; Fig. 5c ). Circos plot representation of the altered genes, CNVs and structural alterations identified in primary DIPG tumor and progression tumor of P-07 and P-06, respectively and tumor from six autopsy sites of P-07. SV, structural variations per patient; Circos plot legend: outermost ring is chromosome number; inner ring is copy number-green is normal, blue is copy loss and red shows copy gain; innermost lines represent SV.
Treatment and clinical outcomes
Eight patients in the feasibility cohort followed the molecular tumor board recommendations, while seven did not. At the time of the data analysis (October 11, 2018), 14/15 had progressed and died of disease. One patient who followed the therapy recommendation remains alive (P-11); however, came off therapy due to progression at 30.8 months from diagnosis and 27.4 months from initiation of on-study therapy. The patient's tumor was H3 wild type and demonstrated the following targetable mutations: ATRX E2279* , TOP2A overexpression, PDGFRA overexpression, and IGF1R copy number gain and overexpression. The patient was initially treated with carboplatin to target ATRX E2279* ; metformin to target IGF1R copy number gain and overexpression; mebendazole to target PDGFRA overexpression (replaced by dasatinib at cycle 3); and etoposide to target TOP2A overexpression. Patients that followed therapy recommendations remained on therapy for a median of 3.8 months from initiation of at least one study drug and a median of 2.9 months from initiation of the combination of study drugs (due to step-wise introduction of drugs over successive cycles).
Although the feasibility portion of this study was not designed to determine therapeutic efficacy, the patients that followed treatment recommendations and did not follow treatment recommendations appeared to have similar median overall survival of 13.8 months and 13.2 months, respectively (overall median of 13.2 months; p value = 0.86). Cell Line Primary tumor
P-16
Shared Mutations in P-05 derived cell line
Shared Mutations in P-07 derived cell line 
Shared Mutations in P-16 derived cell line
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Discussion
We report on the feasibility of implementing a precision medicine approach using next-generation sequencing for subjects with DIPG within a multi-institutional setting. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first trial demonstrating the feasibility of a genomic-based, real-time, multiagent therapy approach for treatment of newly diagnosed patients with DIPG.
Biopsy for radiographically presumed DIPG has been a historically controversial topic; however, during the past 5 years, surgical biopsies in children with DIPG were shown to be performed safely with acceptable risks. 6, 7 While these trials demonstrated low mortality and morbidity risk associated with the surgical procedure, the current feasibility trial is the first to apply such biopsies for comprehensive clinical characterization of the mutational and expression landscape of tumors via WES and mRNA expression analyses and to utilize such analyses to inform therapy via a combinatorial targeting approach in real-time. We have shown that this approach is indeed feasible in the majority of patients (14/15; 93%) and that a specialized tumor board can render a comprehensive treatment plan with up to four FDA-approved agents within a clinically relevant timeframe of 21 business days or less. Within our trial, two out of 17 subjects were thought to have DIPG based on imaging but, were found to have alternative diagnoses (pilocytic astrocytoma; embryonal tumor with multilayered rosettes, C19MC-altered). These findings highlight the diagnostic utility of a biopsy approach and suggest that even at highly experienced pediatric neuro-oncology centers, imaging alone can be misleading.
Within our cohort, 80% of subjects' DIPGs harbored oncohistone H3K27M mutations (11/15 H3F3A and 1/15 HIS-T1H3B), 73% demonstrated TP53 mutations, 27% showed PDGFRA alterations and 33% of patients displayed alterations in ATRX, a previously reported combinatorial mutation pattern in DIPGs. 28 However, no two patients possessed identical mutational landscapes. One patient's DIPG carried a BRAF V600E mutation along with the H3F3A mutation. Cooccurrence of these two mutations has now been reported in several pediatric CNS tumors. [29] [30] [31] Unfortunately, this patient progressed and died of disease only 8 months from diagnosis. Interestingly, one patient displayed cooccurrence of a PPM1D (DNA allele frequency 33%) and TP53 mutation (5% DNA allele frequency, likely subclonal). Generally, PPM1D and TP53 mutations are mutually exclusive, with a rare exception in one previously reported DIPG exhibiting clonal heterogeneity in H3.3K27M-TP53 and H3.3K27M-PPM1D.
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Given the relative paucity of genomic alterations in pediatric tumors, 32 the addition of RNAseq can be useful to guide therapy. The main challenge with RNAseq remains the utilization of appropriate control tissue for differential expression analysis. To address this concern, we used multiple independent control RNAs. However, additional studies are needed to analyze, and integrate RNAseq data for informing future therapeutic strategies with respect to the identity of DIPG cell of origin.
As part of this feasibility trial, we also assessed the practicality of obtaining biopsies at the time of first progression. There is now significant evidence that the molecular profile of DIPGs changes with therapy and in the course of tumor progression and many centers are now consistently obtaining tumor tissue at time of recurrence for a variety of brain tumor diagnoses. 33, 34 Within this study, two subjects underwent a repeat biopsy. Interestingly, for one subject (P-06), the recurrent tumor showed activation of the EGFR pathway by a new activating mutation in EGFR as well as focal EGFR amplification, in addition to a PIK3R1 mutation. RNAseq analysis further confirmed pathway upregulation. While EGFR mutations are rare in pediatric DIPG, mutations in the extracellular ligand binding domain of EGFR including the R108K mutation have been reported in adult glioblastoma. 35, 36 It is possible that these new alterations were present in the initial tumor but were not detected at initial diagnosis, potentially due to spatial heterogeneity. Given the eloquent area of these brainstem tumors, we have not embarked on obtaining regional biopsies of D u r i n g t r e a t m e n t ( n = D u r i n g t r e a t m e n t ( n = these tumors, limiting our ability to assess spatial heterogeneity at diagnosis. However, the low acceptance rate of families for a repeat biopsy at time of progression makes this approach less attractive to determine potential therapy-related changes within the tumor, and alternative, less invasive approaches are needed.
To this end, we explored the utility of collecting ctDNA to determine if we can reliably detect one of the key driver mutations of DIPG (H3K27M). Previous studies have shown that this specific mutation can be detected in the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) of children with midline glioma. 37 However, CSF is rarely collected in children with DIPG due to concerns of herniation. Here, we were able to detect the H3K27 mutation in the plasma of 85% of cases at diagnosis and in 100% of cases during therapy. This suggests the feasibility of expanding this platform to assess other driver mutations with the ultimate goal of using ctDNA as a diagnostic and prognostic tool to assess molecular alterations associated with therapy and/or progression.
As part of the study, we were able to establish several patient-derived cell lines. Based on sequencing analysis, these cell lines retain several key genomic alterations that are typical of DIPG, including H3F3A/HIST1H3B, TP53, PPM1D, ACVR1 and PIK3R1 mutations. However, cell lines differ from their matched primary tumors, displaying multiple additional alterations that either reflect clonal selection or de novo mutations arising during establishing of these lines. 38 These findings highlight potential limitation of such model systems.
To address key decisions and platform implementation challenges associated with clinical next-generation sequencing for pediatric DIPG, we performed WGS analysis retrospectively and compared results to WES. Overall, WGS did not reveal any additional therapeutic recommendations except in patient, P-05. However, WGS studies have increasingly implicated recurrent mutated regulatory sites in cancer and altered enhancer activities due to mutations or structural genomic alterations. 39 Similarly, the importance and prevalence of noncoding RNAs and/or altered RNA processing in regulating cancer biology are being validated across multiple cancers. 40 As such, the combination of epigenetic dysregulation with noncoding mutations and/or altered RNA processes can dramatically alter the actionable therapeutic avenues to be implemented for DIPGs. Based on observed differences in platforms in cancer-relevant targets and to support RNAseq interpretation, we propose that the next generation of DIPG clinical trials should include a more comprehensive platform that includes WES, WGS, RNAseq and potentially a targeted, deep coverage panel.
Although this feasibility study did not mandate patients to follow tumor board recommended precision therapy, we have amended the current protocol to enroll a larger cohort of patients. The reasons that patients and families did not follow treatment recommendations were multifactorial. Some subjects ultimately enrolled in an alternate clinical trial after the biopsy. Other families transitioned to therapy options that focused on quality of life, while others elected to pursue alternative therapies. Unfortunately, the current feasibility cohort did not demonstrate survival benefit of our precision medicine approach; however, this must be considered in the setting of a very small sample size. The feasibility cohort of the trial was not designed to confirm efficacy or to make judgment on the impact of this approach on overall survival. In contrast, the goal of the expansion cohort will be to better clarify the impact of this approach on survival and on the overall clinical outcome of patients with DIPG, with the ultimate goal to better detect differences in outcome of patients that follow recommended therapy vs. those who do not.
